CIArb NAB YMG Announces Panel of Judges for
Inaugural Annual Writing Competition

The Young Members Group (YMG) of the North America Branch (NAB) of the Chartered Institute of Arbitrators (CIArb) is pleased to announce the panel of judges for its inaugural Annual Writing Competition. It is a privilege and honor to name the following globally renowned practitioners to the panel of judges:

- **Ambassador David Huebner**, C.Arb (Independent Arbitrator and Member of the CIArb Board of Trustees)
- **Sylvia Sámano Beristain** (Secretary General of the Centro de Arbitraje de Mexico)
- **Susan D. Franck** (Professor of Law at American University Law School)
- **Craig S. Miles** (Partner at King & Spalding LLP)
- **Stavros Brekoulakis** (Professor of Law at Queen Mary University, Associate Member of 3 Verulam Buildings, and Editor-in-Chief of the Journal of International Arbitration, Mediation, and Dispute Management)
- **Paul Barker** (Research Fellow at Stanford Law School and CIArb NAB YMG Steering Committee Member)

Submissions for the Competition are open until **July 31, 2020**. The Competition is open to all young practitioners and law students in Mexico and the United States. The winner of the Competition will: (1) be awarded a $2,500.00 honorarium from CIArb NAB; (2) receive complimentary registration to the CIArb NAB Tech ADR Summit & Annual Conference in October 2020; and (3) be given priority consideration for publication in the International Journal of Arbitration, Mediation and Dispute Management.